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Abstract: Digital image modification is now the most common activity in present digital world. Because of the digital
image manipulating software, the images are tampered quickly. This type of image forgery becomes common today. The
paper briefs the techniques which are applied to modify the images to misguide others like cloning, splicing, retouching. The
digital forensic active and passive approaches are also discussed. Moreover the framework for digital image watermarking
system is demonstrated to solve tampering issue with the self recovery capability.
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Introduction:
Internet is the main source through which the digital documents can easily pass from one location to
another. Because of fast data transmission rate, the demand of digital document increases day by day. In court,
company, military etc. places also these documents are accepted as legal proof. On other hand, there are many
image manipulated computerized software available in the market like Photoshop, Corel draw etc. using which
the documents can be easily modified within few seconds. Image forgery means the process of modifying image
for presenting as a legal document.
The images are modified for different purpose. Some users modify the image just for enjoyment. Some
users intentionally modify the content of the image, this intentional modification is considered as malicious
attacks like cloning, splicing, text editing etc. [1]. During digital data transmission, many operations are
performed on image where the image is modified but the content or the meaning of the image will be as it is, are
considered as non-malicious attacks like filtering, compression, enhancing, sharpening etc.
Because of the image forgery, the images are not considered as reliable source in news papers,
magazines, journals, court etc. There is a need to verify the authenticity and integrity of these images. The
researcher turned towards this direction and suggested many technologies through which the image is verified
and if the image is not authentic then the tampered region can be identified. Many researchers have developed
the systems through which the original image can be retrieved back from the tampered image. Digital forensics
continuously works under this security issue and tries to develop latest technologies which may help to
overcome this issue.
Types of image tampering techniques:
There are many image tampering techniques available:
1. Copy move or cloning: Here only one image is used. One part of the image is copied and it is pasted at one
or many places within the same image.
2. Copy paste or copy create: Here the part of one image is copied and it is pasted within another image.
3. Splicing: Two or many images are required to create one new image. From different images different parts
are copied and these parts are joined to make a new image. Totally a new story is generated using this
technique.
4. Retouching: It is less destructive than other techniques. The feature of the image is modified to make the
image more eye-catching. Normally the original face which is available within image is modified to look
gorgeous.
5. Cropping: Part of the image is removed from the image which others cannot see.
6. Resizing: When the part of the image is copied and pasted at another location then sometime there is a need
to modify the size of the copied part.
7. Blurring: With copy move and copy paste, when the part is pasted at another location then there is need to
smooth the border of the object so human eye can’t observe the change. This smoothening effect is possible
by applying blur effect to the border.
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Digital Image Forensics:
As discussed earlier, the images are tampered therefore it cannot be used as a legal proof. There is a need to
develop the electronic security mechanism so the originality of the image can be verified. Researchers started
developing digital forensic systems to identify digital tampering. These systems are used for the authentication
of digital documents and if the document is not authentic then tried to find out the region where the tampering is
done. Even many systems are designed which try to retrieve the original content from the tampered one. There
are two different types of protection approaches as shown in Figure.1 used by the researchers [2].

Figure. 1 Digital image forensic approach

1.

Active Protection Approach:
With active protection approach, verification code is embedded or attached with the original image so
whenever there is a requirement for authentication then the verification code is used to check the originality
of the image [3]. Digital watermarking and digital signature are the two active approaches use for digital
forgery.
Digital Signature is generated by encrypting some features of the original image using specific key. This
signature always travels with the original image. When there is a need for authentication then digital
signature is decrypted using the respective key. Because extra information in form of digital signature is
passed with original image increase the size of the image.
Digital watermarking hides the verification code within the original image means it embeds the watermark
within the image using different image processing methods so it can’t be observed by the human eye. When
there is a need to test the authentication of this image then the embedded watermark is extracted from the
image and it is matched with original watermark. If both are same then the image is considered as authentic
otherwise it is considered as tampered. Watermark may include the information about the owner or the
information about the feature of the image. This watermark can also be helpful to identify the tampered
region as well as it helps to retrieve the original content back from the tampered image. The watermarking
system can be helpful for authentication, tamper localization as well as for retrieving original content.

2.

Passive Detection Approach
In passive detection approach, there is not any requirement of pre-embedding process. Passive detection
approach has mainly three categories: Image Acquisition, image storage and image editing. When the image
is captured using device like camera then before storing image it performs some operations on it. If the
forgery detection is based on this information then it is the part of the image acquisition. JPEG follows
lossy compression which adds certain compression patters during image storage. By analyzing this
compression pattern stored with image, it is possible to detect forgery. The forgery detection is based on
the image editing. It is divided into inconsistency in light, local filtering trace, detection of copy move
attack, re-sampling detection, image splicing detection [4, 5]. Researchers work under different image
editing techniques. Lots of work is done under the copy-move detection, image splicing detection etc. But
the forgery detection for copy move and image splicing etc. using one system is a difficult task in passive
detection approach.

Active and passive both approaches have their own strengths and weaknesses. Researchers continuously work
under both the approaches to develop the better and better solution to provide security to the digital image from
the image forgery.
Digital image watermarking technique:
Digital image watermarking approach hides watermark within the original image which can be extracted
whenever required. Using fragile as well as semi-fragile watermarking mechanism, these issues can be solved.
The fragile systems don’t allow a single bit modification within watermarked image [6]. The semi-fragile
systems are designed for content authentication which gives protection to the system from malicious operations
where as becomes robust for the non-malicious operations. These systems allow the content preserving
operations and finds out the tampering applied on watermarked image.
The general framework for watermarking system is demonstrated in Figure.2.
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Figure. 2 Framework for watermarking system

The process of each component is discussed as below:
1. Watermark Generation Process: Watermark is the most important image for the watermarking system
because using it the authentication and integrity issues can be identified. Some researchers use individual
watermark image but it is difficult to retrieve original image from the tampered one [6-8]. Other researchers
extract the feature of the original image and use it as a watermark which may help to retrieve and to find the
tampered location [9-12]. Features can be extracted using methods like DCT, DWT, PCA, SVD, edge
detection techniques.
2. Embedment process: The generated watermark is embedded within the original image using different
image processing techniques in such a way that it can’t be observed by the human eye. The watermark is
embedded using spatial domain methods like LSB, MSB, SSM or frequency transform domain methods like
DFT, DCT, DWT or the hybrid approach [13]of these methods. This watermarked image travels through
insecure channel.
3. Watermark Extraction Process: The watermark extraction process is required when there is a need to
verify the authenticity of the image. By applying the reverse process of embedding, the watermark is
extracted from the watermarked image. Some researchers use original image to extract the watermark [14,
15] where as others blindly extract the watermark [3, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17].
4. Tamper Detection Process: To test the tampering or authentication, the extracted watermark is used. Also
the new watermark is generated from the watermarked image using the same watermark generation process.
The extracted watermark and the generated watermark are compared and if both are same then the
watermarked image is considered as authentic otherwise it is considered as tampered one.
5. Tampering Localization Process: Once the image is found to be tampered then by applying XOR
operation, statistical operations, based threshold [7] or clustering of non-matched blocks in between
generated and extracted watermark, the tampered region is identified.
6. Recovery Process: The extracted watermark is originally generated based on the features of the original
image. So the information which is available from this extracted watermark assists to retrieve the original
information from the tampered image. Some researchers have embedded another watermark which is used
only when there is a need to retrieve the original content [9, 11, 12]. Some have developed system which
divides the image into numbers of blocks and then invalid blocks are clustered. All invalid blocks are
grouped and then the respective bits are replaced from the watermark [9].
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Conclusion:
To solve the issue of image authentication and tampering, the electronic security mechanisms can be used. The
image forensic systems can be designed based on active or passive approach. Digital image watermarking and
digital signature are the active approaches which transmit extra detail of image. Digital signature can’t be useful
to retrieve the original data from tampered one. The passive techniques focus on different tampering techniques
like either cloning or splicing or retouching etc. But the solution of multiple tampering techniques with one
system is difficult with passive approach. The tampering with multiple techniques as well as original image
recovery is possible using watermarking system. It is possible to embed one or multiple watermarks within the
original image which can be extracted whenever required. Image authentication, tampering and self recovery is
possible using digital forensic active watermarking approach. Using Digital Forensic Active approach, it is
possible to do image authentication, Image forgery and Self Recovery.
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